
DANC E is for EVERY BODY! 

This pre-assembly slideshow 
(8 slides) includes artist bios, dance 
elements, and 3 fun movement activities to 
share with your students.

Duration: 30 to 45 minutes.
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Our performance will 
demonstrate how dance is a 
universal language and an art 
form that can bring people from 
various backgrounds together.  
Additionally, it explains the 
elements of dance which are 
also elements found in all art 
forms. 
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The following activities are merely suggestions. Your creativity, imagination and the ideas you bring are 
better choices because they are yours. As with any artistic experience, all approaches and responses are 
valid and unique. This is especially true when you are dealing with such concepts as SPACE, SHAPE, 
TIME, and MOTION (ENERGY QUALITY).



Let’s meet the dancers!!
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After graduating from the 
University of Utah in Ballet, 
Bashaun joined the 
Ririe-Woodbury Dance 
Company in 2011. He has 
traveled all around the 
world. Bashaun loves to 
play all sports especially 
basketball.

Megan comes from 
Portland, Oregon. Megan 

studied dance at California 
Institute of the Arts. She 
loves spicy food, riding 
bikes and motorcycles.

Nicholas is from Portland, 
Oregon. Growing up, 

Nicholas trained in ballet at 
The Portland Ballet school. 

He then studied dance at 
The Juilliard School, a 

prestigious performing arts 
school in New York City.

A native of Southern 
California, Melissa joined 
the Company in 2014. She 
studied dance at California 
State University, Long 
Beach. Melissa loves roller 
coasters and listening to 
music in her old record 
player.

Brian comes from Tridell, 
Utah. He studied Ballet 
and Modern Dance at 
the University of Utah. 
Brian was selected as 
the most outstanding 

senior of his class.

Dominica comes from Upland, 
California where she studied dance 
at a young age. She received her 
college education at the North 
Carolina School of the Arts. She 
recently moved from New York City 
where she performed and toured 
nationally and, internationally.

Ai is our Education Director. 
She danced with the 

Company for 8 years. She 
comes from Tokyo, Japan. 

Ai received her Masters 
degree in Creative and 
Performing Arts in New 

Zealand.

Bashaun Williams

Melissa Younker

Nicholas Jurica

Ai Fujii Nelson

Brian Nelson

Meghan McCarthy Dominica Greene

HOLA !



WHAT IS CONTEMPORARY DANCE?
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Dancers usually dance barefoot.
Boys, girls, people of any gender can dance.
Dancers are diverse; they come from different 
backgrounds.
Dancers often work together to create and perform 
dances.
Dancers make dances about anything -  for 
example, they can dance about who they are, or 
their feelings and emotions. 
They can also dance about an idea, a story, 
or events in today’s world. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kajy0MHYUUU


Movement Activity #1 

BOOGIE BONES: WE ALL HAVE A BODY TO MOVE,  AND 
    WE CAN  ALL MOVE IN UNIQUE WAYS

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company motto is Dance is for 
Everybody. Everybody has the instrument for movement and 
everybody enjoys feeling the movement of their human body. 
The body has many parts; head, arms, legs, torso, etc. Each 
part can move independently of the rest of the body. Dancers 
can find unique ways of moving by exploring how these various 
parts of the body can move, and so can you! 

Let’s Dance
You can put counts to movement of each body part, and create an easy 
sequence i.e., 8 counts for head (cabeza), 8 counts for arms (brazos), 8 
counts for torso (torso), and 8 counts for legs (piernas).  You can gather 
ideas from your students, practice the whole sequence with the class, put 
a fun music on and voila! You have a body parts dance. 
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Do



The elements of dance in 
Spanish

SPACE/ESPACIO
SHAPE/FORMA
TIME/TIEMPO

ENERGY/ENERGIA

During the performance you will see the dancers demonstrate the basic 
elements of dance, which are also elements found in all art forms. 
Let’s talk about these elements and try some movements in your body. 
SPACE, SHAPE, TIME, and MOTION (Quality of Energy).

Write: In what kind of spaces/places can a dance happen?  
Make a list (Clues: Stage? Classroom? Personal or shared?) 

Draw: What types of shape can your body make? (Clues: Round shape? 
Symmetrical or asymmetrical? An animal or object-like shape? By yourself 
or with friends?)

Think and do: How fast or slow can your body move? Can you move your 
arms in different speeds? How about other parts of your body?

Write and do: What kind of motions can your body make?  Can you move 
softly, sharply? Or lightly, heavily? Try exploring some other qualities. 
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Movement Activity #2 

Discuss & Dance
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Movement Activity #3: IMPROVISATION WITH DIFFERENT ENERGY QUALITIES

RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE
Now let’s use a bigger dancing space! Create movement according to the following words. 

Without thinking too much, let your body respond to the word as quickly as possible.

You can add some fun music and let the body move to these words. If you can do it in one place, 
or try doing some of the movements as you travel through space.  
Remember there is no right or wrong way of moving - find your unique way of moving!
Explore, discover, and experience the endless movement possibilities! 
Music suggestion: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xY_5o3hbg_Q

wiggle

swing

shake
melt

turn
slither

bounce

pokefloat

collapsestretch

explode

crumble
twist

flutter
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xY_5o3hbg_Q


We are excited to 
see you! 

1-uno, 2-dos, 3-tres, 4-cuatro, 5-cinco, 6-seis, 7-siete, 8-ocho, 9-nueve, 10-diez

Let’s learn Spanish vocabulary you might 
hear in our performance demonstration!
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English Spanish

Hello Hola

Good morning Buenos dias

Good afternoon Buenas tardes

Dance is for everybody La danza es para todos

Pushing Empujando

Pulling Jalando

Supporting Apoyando

Good job Buen trabajo

Thank you Gracias



YOU can make dances about 
ANYTHING and EVERYTHING but 
there is no DANCE until YOU start 
moving… and you know you have 

your unique way of moving.

Find It, It is in YOU!

     See you at the assembly.


